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摘  要 







































   After retreated to Taiwan in 1949, the Taiwan Authorities published the Martial 
Law until 1987.The Taiwan Authorities made many steps to develop economy and 
stabilize the government during the Martial Law period. Meanwhile it strengthen the 
management of society by some social organizations.Labor union is an important one 
of them. 
First ,this article introduces the background of the labor union policy of Taiwan 
Authorities, namely the union policy during the period of the Kuomintang ruling 
mainland, and the labor union policy of the Taiwan Authorities at the early period of 
Taiwan Return.It points out that Taiwan Authorities union policy basically continued 
the policy in the mainland period and the booming of folk organization became the 
important factor that the Taiwan authorities have to take into consideration .Second, it 
discusses the process of Taiwan union policy during the Martial Law Period. In 
chronological order, it introduces labor union policy that published during1950s and 
after 1960s respectively, and points out that the Taiwan Authorities treated the labor 
union as a peripheral tool to maintain their rule during 1950s.However the Taiwan 
Authorities treated the labor union as a peripheral tool to maintain their rule and 
develop the economy.Third,it discuss the relationship among the Kuomintang ,the 
government and the labor union .It points out that the function of labor union being 
controlling from Kuomintang and the government shrinks though it’s convenient for 
the policy. Then, it takes Taiwan's smoke wine industry labor union federation as an 
example and points out the building and the control of the Taiwan's smoke wine 
industry labor union federation from the Kuomintang and the government and focuses 
on introducing its function in the aspects of political, economic, social 
function,.Moreover, it discuss the impact of the labor union policy on the specific 
labor union and points out that the Taiwan Authorities protect the interest of 














policy of Taiwan Authorities and the function of the labor union. 
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